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Abstract. As an instance of complex networks, Internet has been a hot topic for 
both complex networks and traditional networks research fields. Internet Trav-
eling Diameter (ITD) is an important property defined in this paper representing 
the dynamic flow of Internet performance, and was mainly discussed. Short-term 
forecast model of ITD was firstly studied, then after it was proved that the 
short-term one was not good enough for long term forecast due to the complexity 
of Internet, the long-term model was studied. Both short-term and long-term 
model were given their mathematical descriptions at last.  

Keywords: Internet traveling diameter; Logistic Model; GA; chaos; correlation 
dimension.  

1   Introduction 

With great improvements in the Internet research fields recently, more and more 
emerging research approaches, either from new research viewpoints or by a crossover 
study with other subjects, are applied to Internet related studies.  

Studies in reference [1-4] made use of many new research approaches on Internet from 
complex networks point of view. In these approaches, Internet was regarded as an ex-
ample of complex network due to its large scale and complicated variations, and defini-
tions such as power law distribution [1,3,4], spectrum density [5], scale-free [2] and so on 
were utilized to depict qualitatively or compute quantitatively properties of Internet.  

Referring to the idea of these research approaches, together with considering the fact 
that the hops of Internet datagram traveling from one node (router) to another are 
closely related to Internet performance, a definition of Internet traveling diameter, short 
for Internet diameter, would be discussed. Besides, the computing approaches of 
Internet diameter in both short-term type and long-term type would be discussed de-
tailedly in this paper.  

1.1   Definition of Internet Diameter 

Assume that one datagram’s transferring from one node (router) to a direct link node counts 
for 1 hop in Internet, and the datagram transferred from one source node to a destination 
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counts for J hops, where J is a number greater than or equal to 1. A definition of Internet 
traveling diameter is brought forward to represent the average hops, or statistical hops, of 
millions of datagram transferred from any source to any end at any time in Internet.  

Definition 1. Assume Ji represents the hops of No. i datagram in Internet, the size of 
total datagram sample is N, and the frequency of No. i datagram in the sample is Fi, its 
probability is pi, then Internet Diameter is 
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1.2   Datagram Samples 

As is well known, the validity of statistical results are entirely dependent on the size of 
statistical samples, the larger the sample is, the more accurate results would be.  

Sample in this paper comes from three CAIDA1 monitor nodes -- riseling node in 
SanDiego, CA, US, k-peer node in Amsterdam, NorthHolland, NL and apan-jp node in 
Tokyo, Kanto, JP2. Sampling time is from July 1999 to Jun. 20043. The sample com-
prises more than 75,000,000 items in all and is of large scale. What’s more, several 
other CAIDA monitors are also referred to sometime for a better accuracy.  

There are datagram that could not reach the destination and are discarded by routers in 
Internet, and these datagram were depicted as “incomplete” or “I” in our sample, and those 
that could reach the target were depicted as “complete” or “C”. Table 1 gives the detail. 

Table 1. Sample details 

Monitor node Size of C Size of I C% Total 
riseling 16448329 13669728 54.6% 30118057 
k-peer 9479028 9555955 49.8% 19034983 
apan-jp 15172408 10423192 59.3% 25595600 
Total    74748640 

Since the unreachable datagram is simply discarded by routers in Internet, we ignore 
them and focus on the reachable ones in the sample. We could see from table 1 that the 
reachable ones account for larger percentage of the whole sample, and could still be 
regarded as a sample with great size.  

1.3    A Quick Look at Hops in the Sample 

Basically there are two techniques for us to have a quick look at properties of Internet 
Diameter. The first method was called “space-dimension analysis”, by which differences 
                                                           
1 CAIDA, the Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis, is a worldwide research center 

on Internet-related research fields. CAIDA has more than thirty monitor nodes distributed 
throughout the whole world, measuring and monitoring the variations of Internet.  

2 The reason selecting these monitors is that the nodes are separately located in three different 
continents on earth. This way of selection might provide a more general view of Internet 
throughout the whole world.  

3 Data items of one day out of one month are drawn out to build up the sample in this paper.  
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between different monitor nodes from different continents was illustrated in figure 1(a). 
And the other method is “time-dimension analysis”, by which features of data items from 
only one node but at different time were illustrated in Fig. 1(b). 

Another three monitors, a-root node in Herndon, VA, US, cdg-rssac node in Paris, 
France and nrt node in Tokyo, Kanto, JP were added to current sample for 
space-dimension analysis. And for “time-dimension analysis”, a twelve months dataset 
(from 2003 to 2004) from riseling was selected, this selection does not lose generality 
because samples from all six nodes represent great consistency in figure 1(a).  

We can see From fig. 1 that summits of six curves lie between 10 and 18 hops, which 
indicates that, although the data items in the sample were drawn out from different 
monitors at different time, they presents highly similar characters.  

From figure 1(a) and (b), we see that all hops lie in an interval of [2, 32]. Taking 
errors into account, we enlarge the interval from [2, 32] to [1, 36], by which we could 
ensure that the entire sample was included.  

Then for Traveling Diameter, according to equation (1), D is an average hops, so 
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            (a) Spatial-dimensional analysis                        (b) Temporal-dimensional analysis 

Fig. 1. A quick look at Internet Diameter 

1.4   A Quick Look at Internet Diameter 

We then begin to look at properties of Internet Diameter (D) by constructing a Carte-
sian coordinate system with D as Y axis and time as X axis, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.  

It’s obvious that all three curves have consistent variations in Fig. 2. With t growing 
longer, D is decreasing gradually. Though there is much difference among Driseling, 
Dkpeer and Dapanjp at the beginning, the difference gets narrowed rapidly. Three Ds reach 
at a very small difference interval when t is around 60.  

From Fig. 2, we can conclude that Driseling, Dkpeer and Dapanjp represent great consis-
tency when t is getting longer. Then, for simplicity of calculation, we average the three 
Ds and illustrate it in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 2. A quick look at Internet Diameter (D). 
There are three monitor nodes selected in the 
graph, riseling, k-peer, apan-jp node, and the time 
is from 1999.07 to 2004.06. Y axis is value of D 
calculated by equation (1). X axis is time with a 
resolution of month, there are totally sixty months 
from 1999.07 to 2004.06. 

Fig. 3. Average D from 1999.07 to 
2004.06. 

 

AvgD in Fig. 3 is the basic element for short-term and long-term computing ap-
proaches.  

In short-term part, variations of avgD in Fig. 3 is much similar to a Logistic Model, 
so a Logistic Model is selected as a fundamental framework model, but additional 
adjustment models are necessary [6]. 

2   Short-Term Model of Traveling Diameter 

2.1   Improving Logistic Model 

After applying avgD sample to Logistic Model [7,8,11], we get a nonlinear differential 
equation:  
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where D(≥0) means avgD at t, t(>0) is time(month), k(>0) means upper bound of avgD 
and r(>0) means growth rate. Solving equation (3), we get an equation 
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(1) Transform one: from increasing function to decreasing one 
Standard Logistic Function is an increasing function, but avgD is decreasing. Trans-
form is needed.  
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Fig. 4. Transform standard Logistic function into decreasing one through four steps. Step 1, 
standard Logistic function, y=k/(1+e^-t), k is 1. Step 2, add a minus sign to the function, then 
y=-k/(1+e^-t). Step 3, y=y+k, then y=k-k/(1+e^-t). And step 4, add another k to function because 
avgD is greater than 1, then y=2k-k/(1+e^-t). 

 

Take a standard Logistic Function, as in equation (5), for an example, 
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It is transformed into a decreasing one through four steps illustrated in Fig. 4(a)~(d).  
In Fig. 4(d), the transition amount along Y axis is 2*k, but this is not necessary. It 

could be any real number greater than k since avgD belong to an interval of [1, 36] and 
its lower limit is 1 (according to Fig. 4(c)). Then the improved Logistic Function is 
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(2) Transform two: additional adjustment models 
There is a kind of quasi-periodic vibrations in the variations of avgD in figure 3, and ac-
cording to reference [6], this kind of vibration could be simulated by adjustment models 
composed of sine and cosine functions. In reference [6], only sine function is referred to. 
However, we import both sine and cosine functions for a better efficiency in this paper.  

After two transforms, we get a composite Logistic Function as:  
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where D(≥0) is avgD at t, d is adjustment parameter, p1,p2 is amplitude of vibration of 
avgD, h1,h2 is half period of vibration in month, u1,u2 is the initial phase and g1,g2 are 
parameters of modulus decay.  

2.2   Curve Fitting  

Float-point Genetic Algorithm [6][9][10] listed in table 2 is used for curve fitting of 
equation (7).  
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Table 2. An implementation of GA 

procedures information equations and algorithms 

(1) Definition 
of genes in GA. 

Randomly initializing a gene group comprising 
100 genes. ),,,,,

,,,,,,(
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(2) Definition 
of evaluation 
function 

Assume D(t) is the value of avgD out of the 
composite model at t, and D*(t) means real 
value at t from sample. Then evaluation 
function f(x) and its score function in GA are 
set up to be:  
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(3) Selection 

Genes were sorted by scores from high to low 
in the gene group, and the first m*N genes, m 
is a random number (0<m<1), were selected 
for the next round calculation by GA. Then 
we duplicate the selected genes, and deleted 
the last m genes to keep the group size re-
maining the same. 
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(6) Termination 
conditions 

Basically there are two termination conditions 
in GA in this paper. The first condition is 
when score of the best gene in the group is 
greater than a threshold s, s is set to be 0.1 in 
the algorithm. The other condition is when the 
number of calculation rounds in GA gets 
greater than a threshold n, and n is set to be 
50000. 

 

After the curve fitting of GA, the result, i.e., the short-term model of equation (7) is:  
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2.3   Problem of Long-Term Computing with the Short-Term Model 

Experiments indicate that the accuracy degree of the short-term model is getting worse 
with time getting longer, i.e., the short-term model is not suitable for long-term com-
putation. So study on long-term computing approaches is to be introduced.  
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3   Long-Term Model of Traveling Diameter 

3.1   Long-Term Forecast Principle in Chaos System 

According to reference [12], it’s very difficult to perform long-term forecast or com-
puting a Chaos system due to the initial sensitivity. Mr. Lorenz E. N. had proved during 
his study on weather forecast that it is impossible to perform a long-term forecast in a 
Chaos system [17]. 

However, if “odd attractor, OA” exists in the Chaos system, long-term forecast of 
the system during a limited space and a limited period of time, is computable [12,13]. 
Though the forecast time is limited into a period of time, it’s still much longer than that 
in short-term part, so we call the model under such conditions as long-term forecast 
model.  

Since OA only exists in Chaos system, what we ought to do now is to prove whether 
variations system of Internet Diameter is a Chaos or not. 

3.2   Chaos Proof 

To prove whether a system is a Chaos, a new notion “correlation dimension, D2” has to 
be introduced. If D2 could be obtained out of the target system, the system is confirmed 
to be a Chaos, and OA is proved to exist [12].  

Table 3. Algorithm for D2 

Algorithm: Correlation dimension solving algorithm 
Input: list /*Time sequence sample of Internet Diameter (1999.07~2004.06)*/ 

/* Initialization */ 
tao = 3; length = list.length; 
/* calculate D2 with an increaing m */ 

loop when m=4,8,10,12 … until D2 is convergent  
    /*Constructing a coordinate system of length-(m-1)*tao dimensions */ 
    vecgroup = zeros(m, length-(m-1)*tao); 
    vecgroup = getValue(list); 
    /* Calculate distances between vector i and vector j in the coordinate system */ 
    rij = calcRIJ(vecgroup(:,i), vecgroup (:,j)); 
    /* Get a Matrix r*/ 
    r = [maxRij:(maxRij-minRij)/15:minRij] 
    /* Calculating correlation integral, cr */ 
    cr = calcCR(r, rij); 

/* plot */ 
    plot(log(r), log(cr)); 
    /* get D2, D2 is the slope of curve in plot. If D2 exists, the curve in the plot would 

be similar to a straight line and the slope of curves would increase till a limited bound 
with the increasing m. */ 

    calcD2(); 
/* end of loop while m=4,8,10,12,14,16,18 */ 
end loop 
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For calculating D2, a special sample called “time sequence” would have to be drawn 
out first from the sample ranging from 1999.07 to 2004.06.  

With the time sequence sample, we then construct an m-dimensional coordinate 
system, where m is an integer and is usually less than 100. After this, different m in an 
increasing order would be input into the algorithm [12,14~16] to construct different 
m-dimensional system. The output of the algorithm D2 is the slope of curve in the 
output plot, and it would increase very fast when m increases. If D2 increases to an 
infinite number such as tan(pi/2) finally, the system is proved to not be a Chaos. On the 
contrary, if D2 increases till a limited upper bound, the system is confirmed to be a 
Chaos with OA. The algorithm is listed in table 3 [12][14][15][16]. 

Reference [12] suggests that tao should lie between (4, 8), but since the size of the 
time sequence sample of Internet Diameter is rather small (only sixty months), so we 
set tao to be 3 in the algorithm. Result of D2 solution is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. D2 solutions diagram with lnC2(r,m) as Y axis and ln(r) as X axis. Algorithm parame-
ters are: τ=3, m=2,5,8,11,13,15,16. Seven curves represent seven m from left to right, when 
m=2,5,8, 11,13,15,16. 

From Fig. 5, there is good convergence of curves when m=11,13,15,16 -- the last four 
curves from left to right. The reason is that, firstly, the four curves are much similar to 
straight lines. Secondly, the slopes of the lines remain stable with m getting larger.  

So D2 in the variations system of Internet Diameter exists and is: 

2444.2)3,16(2 === τcmD  (9) 

3.3   Chaos Forecast Model for Long Time System 

The existence of D2 proves that the system is a Chaos with OA, and could provide 
further useful information for setting up long-term models. 

Study in reference [12] indicates that only a model with at least ⎡ ⎤2D  dimensions, 

i.e., a function set with ⎡ ⎤2D  functions, could perform a long-term forecast with rela-

tively acceptable accuracies. According to equation (9), ⎡ ⎤2D  is three, then the model 
should be: 
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where x~z represents important physical variables in target system, and x(n)~z(n) means n 
orders of differential coefficient of the corresponding variable.  

Equation (10) is only a framework of a Chaos model. It’s still very difficult to con-
firm the parameters of the model because Chaos is a system with great complexity and 
the researches on it are still not very clear nowadays, as well as the time range of the 
time sequence sample is rather small (only from 1999 to 2004). And this would be our 
future work. 

4   Conclusions 

In short-term part, a model based on a Logistic Model and additional adjustment 
models is brought forward. Parameters of the model were finally confirmed through 
GA experiments. In long-term part, correlation dimension D2 of Internet Diameter is 
calculated out of an algorithm. With D2, a long-term model with three differential 
coefficient functions is brought forward. However, parameters of the model are still 
uncertain due to a short time range of sequence sample and complexity of the target 
system. And this would be our next work. 
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